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Rapid Prototyping Ensures Powerful
Experience for Books-A-Million POP
Culture Shoppers

Books-A-Million, Inc. (BAM) has grown to become the premier book retailer in the
Southeastern United States, and the second largest book retailer in the nation.
Based in Birmingham, Alabama, the company currently operates more than 260
stores in 32 states and the District of Columbia.
Challenge

BAM came to PSP seeking to refresh the POP Culture section for 175 standalone locations and 50 mall stores. This is
a high-interest department, containing a mix of items from comics and books tied to current movies and TV shows to
vinyl figures and toys. The challenge was to develop prototypes that would create impact and unify the POP Culture
environment while adhering to brand look and company budget and timelines.
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Solution

The BAM team at PSP used their in-house retail
expertise to create prototypes, and then presented
them in-store. We created a wide range of solutions,
including shelf talkers, hanging banners, category
signs, category sign toppers, a large dimensional
hanging sign, and a small TV monitor with a custom
endcap mount and shroud. BAM was not initially
satisfied with the overall color they had chosen for the
section, but PSP’s prototyping team was able to offer
two alternatives, also presented in-store, and quickly
secured approval.

Success

In a matter of weeks, PSP produced and shipped two
different kits of items, one for the BAM stores and one for
mall locations, to all 225 stores. Our Retail-360 approach,
which incorporates underused areas to create fully
branded experiential spaces, transformed the POP Culture
areas, on time and on budget. With a unified, attentiongrabbing look, these locations within BAM stores became
even stronger sales drivers for pop culture products.
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